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Stock Image Start your review of Python: Visual QuickStart Guide Sure the book is for beginners, but it is not systematically explained. I would suggest buying a course online that will be more useful. I have to admit I had my doubts about this book. I haven't been impressed with Visual QuickStart Guides in the past. I respect the idea, of
presenting only essential information in an introductory way easy to understand, but this was rarely the case in previous experiences. Overall I found that they were a mixture of non-essential information that was not presented in a way that would be good for those new to the subject. That said, his Python (2nd edition) breaks with his past.
So if I have to admit I had my doubts about this book. I haven't been impressed with Visual QuickStart Guides in the past. I respect the idea, of presenting only essential information in an introductory way easy to understand, but this was rarely the case in previous experiences. Overall I found that they were a mixture of non-essential
information that was not presented in a way that would be good for those new to the subject. That said, his Python (2nd edition) breaks with his past. So far, I've almost always found it concise and to the point of an introduction to Python and programming languages in general. Examples are relevant and work accordingly. Although I
usually turn to O'Reilly for an in-depth look at a language, this book is a great starting point. A note and a critique; Examples using input() are defective for users with Python &lt;3 (most of us). You should raw_input () instead of it, although the book doesn't point this out. ... more This won't teach you how to program, but it's a concise and
mostly clear introduction to python programming language. I would say it is an ideal accompaniment for a proper programming lecture course, where students can quickly seek summary treatments of the different constructions that are being shown. A good start for me, a beginner. A very good introduction to Python 3. I have relied on
VQG books for years; are a great mix of easy-to-read technical content and sound. Extremely basic programming book. Good to have but still would like more.... Get Python: Visual QuickStart Guide, Third Edition Now with O'Reilly Online Learning. O'Reilly members experience live online training, as well as books, videos and digital
content from more than 200 publishers. Python is a remarkably powerful dynamic programming language used in a wide variety of situations such as web, database access, desktop GUIs, game and software development, and network programming. Python fans use the phrase batteries to describe the standard library, which covers
everything from asynchronous processing to zip files. The language itself is a flexible power that can handle virtually any application domain. This This Python tutorial is for those new to the language and walks it through the fundamentals. You will learn about arithmetic, strings and variables; writing programs; control flow, functions;
strings; data structures; entry and exit; management of exceptions. At the end of the book, a special section walks you through a longer and more realistic application, tying the concepts of the book together. Book ISBN-10: 0-321-92955-1 ISBN-13: 978-0-321-92955-6 Python is a remarkably powerful dynamic programming language used
in a wide variety of situations such as web, access to databases, desktop GUIs, game development and software, and network programming. Python fans use the phrase batteries included to describe the standard library, which covers everything from asynchronous processing to zip files. The language itself is a flexible power that can
handle virtually any application domain. This Python task-based tutorial is for those new to the language and will guide you through the basics. You will learn about arithmetic, strings and variables; writing programs; control flow, functions; strings; data structures; entry and exit; management of exceptions. At the end of the book, a special
section walks you through a longer and more realistic application, tying the concepts of the book together. Control Flow in Python Sample Pages Download Chapter 4 Control Flow Table of Contents Chapter 1 Introduction to Programming Chapter 2 Arithmetic, Strings and Variables Chapter 3 Writing Programs Chapter 4 Control Flow
Chapter 5 Functions Chapter 6 Strings Chapter 7 Data Structures Chapter 8 Entry and Exit Chapter 9 Object-Oriented Programming Chapter 11 Case Study : Text Statistics Appendix A Popular Python Packages Appendix B Comparing Python 2 and Python 3 Index All page numbers refer to the text version of the 3rd edition. Double
quotes indicate the font of the code, e.g. ''ValueError''. The unique *s represent italic, for example *raises*. p.52 there is a single appointment missing after the children's rate. It must be rewritten as follows: print('child fare') p.93 Paragraph starting The Search Function ... mixes search and index. It must be rewrite as follows: The function
''index'' *poses* a ''ValueError''; this is an example of exception, which we will talk about in more detail in chapter 9. The ''search'' function returns -1 if the string being searched cannot be found. p. 141 Replace html = resp.read() with html = page.read() p. 156 In the code within the print function, replace Person ('%s', age) with Person
('%s', %s). Send Errata preview this online title Request a copy Download instructor resources
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